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Environmental changes 

Terra - Boats (not) afloat, Mechanism Theory 

The beginning of the [global coastal phenomena] is either pending for about mid 

May, or has started recently with the near-to Tonga volcano sub seas eruption (and 

land building). or began this week with the rupture of the ice bridge in Antarctica, 

or the ‘freak’ waves that struck around the planet over 2008, or some other ‘event’ 

in the future, or not.  

While there is ample room for debate on something as wide a forecast as a [global 

coastal phenomena], and a 5/five months wide ‘initiation’ period, nonetheless, the 

separation of the Antarctica ice bridge is clearly a very large HMMMMM within the 

total context of a [global coastal phenomena].  

The issue is that this ‘ice bridge’ needs to really be considered in the context of a 

[cork], or [bouchon] as we had forecast some number of years back. At the time 

the data seemed to be suggesting that the [cork] was to be moved by [undersea 

volcanoes] that would be causing [current shifts] that in turn would [erode] the 

[cork's position]. Perhaps the shift of the Antarctic ‘ice bridge’ is this cork being 

moved. The details may not be knowable.  Within a day of the shift or cracking of 

the ice bridge, various sources within Antarctica report that the governmental 

presence there started to crack down on all outgoing information streams.   

The forecast for the [global coastal phenomena] from the immediacy values set 

suggests yet another round of [grounding (of) vessels] occurring, though in this 

instance the data sets are suggesting clear [Antarctic] associations, and further that 

the [grounding] will be a result, as well as a temporal marker, for the next phase of 

the [global coastal phenomena].  

The shorter term values indicate that the [visible] component of the [global coastal 

phenomena] increases for the [5/five months period] starting slightly before the 

Summer solstice, and now, given the actual manifestations of this year so far, it 

would appear that the [visible] rise of the context within the global mediastream 

*will* be the result of actual emerging circumstances, rather than mere fear talk 

about the potential for such.  

As a temporal marker for the next set of emerging manifestations within the [global 

coastal phenomena], the [vessel grounding] is indicated to be very high in 

[visibility]. Further the data sets indicate that the [grounding] will be a problem for 

the [mission/activity] involved, which is indicated to be [forced ahead] in spite of 

[dangers], and [difficulties].  
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The data shows that there will be a [wash/overlay] of [obstructions/obstacles] 

around the [boat/vessel grounding]. Also, and quite curiously, there are several 

supporting sets within both the general [Antarctica] sub set, as well as the [vessel 

aground/useless] sub sets, there are aspects/attributes of [grasses], and [trees], 

and these are filled with a number of [botanical species] references. Again, 

probably wrong, or else a real big curiosity.   

__________________________ 

2012 – magnetosphere changes 

The data sets are now able, due to the far side of the longer term values now 

extending into 2013, to offer some indications as to the [2012 problem(s)].  

It would seem as though the [squeeze] aspect/attribute set is a very key element 

here. The data sets are indicating that the [galactic core magnetic field] is 

[squeezing] our [solar system] and everything in it. As we progress further toward 

the [hunab ku (alignment with galactic center on Dec. 21. 2012], the [squeeze] will 

become even more severe, which is indicated to cause all manner of problems from 

[increased magma activity], to [dampened/crushed sun] to a wide range of other 

[magnetic pressure vessel effects] including [headaches], [sudden death], and 

[mass deaths (animals, specifically birds and sea life)].  

This last is indicated to include [humans], but unlike the [dead flocks], the 

[humans] will be [dying] in [disparate] areas, so it will take a while to reconcile the 

[death rate increase] to the same cause as the [devastation (of) bird life].  

The data sets indicate that 2012 will have a very early, perhaps as early as March, 

but likely after the [equinox], period of [solar crises]. These are indicated to be 

very severe from the human perspective, but nothing compared to the problems to 

be encountered in 2013. The data sets would seem to argue that once the 

[alignment] has been passed, it is the [relaxation] of the [magnetic grip] on the 

[solar system] that will really cause problems.  

This is to be expected really, as the naturally energetic activities within the [solar 

system] have been [clamped down] by the [alignment], they will necessarily be 

[more vigorous] as the [magnetic clamps] are released. 

Thus, it looks as though huge [solar disturbances] occur in early 2012, and then the 

first of the [quickening/release_of_pressure] ‘events’ will take place around the 

[vernal equinox] in 2013.  More, unfortunately, in Part Six.  
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Global insomnia – causing social unrest and accidents 

GlobalPop* - <Yawning??!?>, Assassins’ Black Robes  

Sleep disturbances will occur on a mass populace scale. At first the [sleep 

problems] will be only [individually] felt, but then the [collective] nature of the 

phenomena will become [visible] over late Summer and through Fall.  

The [phenomena] will increase over the next 3/three years, but its initial [flush] of 

[discovery] will occur mostly in 2009. There will be any number of [proffered 

theories], including a [complete story line] that will emerge from the powers that 

be (TPTB) and their [propaganda press minions], but due to circumstances at the 

time, by the roll out of the [disinformation/distraction memes] around the [sleep 

disorder] situation, their work will *not* find acceptance.  

The data sets have the [sleep disturbances] lexical structure cross linked over to 

the [SpaceGoatFarts]† entity, and a temporal link is established that has this 

phenomena as a ‘trailing’ wave behind the [increase in government whistleblowers] 

by about a month or so.  

However, please note that the data sets are indicating via the immediacy and 

shorter term value sets that this phenomena is on-going at this moment. The data 

sets show that the [sleep pattern disturbances] will [creep] through the [populace] 

as [strength (of unknown energies from space)] increases.  

At the moment, the GlobalPop entity is indicating that it is the [extremely 

refined/sensitive] humans and animals that are experiencing it now, and the lesser 

aware segments of planetary life will gradually be overtaken by these same 

[symptoms].  

This area is heavily involved in the [disease] sub set that appears with a burst in 

Fall 2009, and while it will be conceptually [disease] linked for some time, the 

cause of the [mass sleep pattern disturbance] is entirely extranous to our solar 

system in origin. Furthermore the increase in [sleep medications] will *not* cure 

                                       
* Proxy for all populace groups not part of Populace/US of A. Division forced by emotional 

splits arising from anti-Bush reactions post October 2001. 

† While references to Space Goat Farts have appeared within Terra, a sub set Space in the 

past, the data set now demonstrates a need for an entity to allow for the growth of 

'unknown forces of all kinds from space which are terra/populace affecting'. This includes 

non-earth based, non-human/non-mammal intelligent beings usually considered as 'space 

aliens' or 'extraterrestrials'. Created during the 1207 clean up. 
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the [sleep disturbances], and will instead aggravate the already tense emotional 

turmoil in humans here on Terra.   

The emotional turmoil has already been discussed as producing [drooling standing 

stasis], and [muckers/amok behavior], and [aberrant sexual behavior], and now 

the symptoms extend to include the [sleep pattern disruptions].  

These will be so severe as to greatly increase, perhaps as much as 50%, the 

number of [accidents] in all manner of endeavors. The data sets indicate that not 

only [transportation] will be affected, but also [accidents in work places/factories], 

and several incidents globally of [accidents in workplaces] that are described as 

[spilling over] with [lethal/deadly] consequences for the local populace.  

Newly accreting sets for both the [British] and [French] sub sets of the GlobalPop 

entity are providing increased support for the [social order disturbances] as well as 

[internal military actions] for both countries.  

This last is indicated to include [death squads] which are going to be seen as 

[operating outside political control] and although the data sets indicate mass 

amounts of [confusion] around these [death squads], the situation will later be 

revealed to be directly tied to [titled nobility] and the [high priests/popes (of the 

illuminati)]. There are large numbers of supporting sets for these [death squads] 

which are either associated with [Israel] or [Jesuits]; a curious combination indeed.  

SpaceGoatFarts – Scarred woman, Bursty Contact, Frozen Peas 

The SpaceGoatFarts entity is always interesting to examine due to the plentitude of 

options between diverse linguistic sets.  

Unlike the Markets entity, which is very focused though quite large, within each 

category as the linguistic shifts it indicates that much of the planets’ populace is still 

emotionally hooked to the [markets] abstraction.  

The SpaceGoatFarts entity is both widely ranging in subject/contexts, and deeply 

supported in most. In our past experience with this entity, even those sub sets that 

are not deeply supported with their own diversity of aspect/attributes are usually 

newly arrived contexts, and they will be growing.  

After the inception of the SpaceGoatFarts entity a number of years ago as a 

container to hold the [officially denied], and truly [unknown], and the [evidence 

exists but humans have not a clue] contexts the entity has grown both consistently 

and infrequently by large accretions of new contexts and supporting sets.  
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These sudden bursts of new linguistics have been a good temporal marker for the 

arrival of a new level of awareness of the subjects within the contexts across the 

populace.   

Increased earthquake activity 

The [contact] meme within the entity has recently experienced just such a flush of 

new aspect/attribute sets. The primary supporting aspect/attribute set of 

[fractured/breaking] now has [disaster] as its primary supporting aspect/attribute.  

This sub set grows off a distinctly small branching level of supporting 

aspect/attributes that is 1/one of several new focal points of rapid accretion of 

values under the [contact] meme. The details of this small, but emotionally charged 

sub set include aspect/attributes for [localized occurrence] which are then 

supported by [international exposure].  

This is in its turn supported by an internally cross linked set of [fractured/breaking] 

which is supported by [architecture]. The data sets are further supported at the 

broad detail level of [building ruptures], and [blown out walls], and [crumbled 

stones/bricks], and [disjointed roads], and other aspect/attributes of a similar 

nature.  

These are in reference to [natural occupancies] including [earthquakes] and 

[mudslides]. It is this last which is most heavily supported, and which has the 

higher emotional summations. This set seems to indicate that the Italian 

earthquakes of this past week are merely part of a [pattern] of [earth activities] 

indicated to move [north] through [Europe]. These [earth shifts/movements] are 

being forecast to create a situation in which a [land shift/mud slide] induces a 

[hole] that in turn [sinks] a [building] that will be [visible] on the global 

mediastream as it [ruptures] while being [bitten through] by the [earth shift].  

This specific [architecture], while crumbling is indicated to [spill out] a [tongue] of 

material from the [building] upon which will be 1/one of several [large impetus 

occurrences] to [new exposure] of the [contact] meme. 

__________________________ 

(New female personality becoming prominent who is a whistle blower with 

spiritual connotations and marked physical characteristics –scarring) 

There are specific references to a [woman] which is supported by [embodiment (of) 

female] who will be coming to [visibility] over the course of Summer and Fall, with 

many associations to [whistleblowers].  
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This [woman] has supporting aspects for [spirituality] and [reaching (for) 

enlightenment]. She is described in the data sets with a primary supporting 

aspect/attribute of [scars], which are [painted broadly/covering] some portion of 

her body.  

These [scars] are a very central descriptor for the [woman] at least in terms of how 

she is viewed by herself and her [family/extended family]. This personality is 

described as [bringing] or [carrying forward] a [sacrifice] that is described as 

[activity] (and which is cross linked to her [scars]), or perhaps a [performance] 

designed to [foment/excite] the [tribe] toward [exposure].  

This [woman] further has supporting sets for [past/old] associations with [attacks 

(by) TPTB], and [evil spirits/beings]. She is further described as gaining a 

[visibility] that will be quite [shocking] to both the [woman] involved, and her very 

large [tribal collective/extended family]. 

Furthermore, the [exposure] that the [woman/female personality] will bring to the 

[contact] meme will involve direct [participation] by some persons in the [Russian 

state government], as well as [NASA].  

This area *might* be describing 1/one of our forecast [whistleblowers], or a person 

involved in their [promotion]. The [visibility] of the [female personality] over 

summer will come about due to her [Russian heritage/roots/lineage] and 

*seeming* a [past/previous incarceration]. Her [scars] are *not* associated with 

the [incarceration] sub set. These are apparently from her [youth], and include 

some [trauma] associated with [strawberries].  

The [incarceration] sub set includes such institutions as [local jails], and [national 

state prisons], as well as [mental institutions]. This last *may* be the actual focus 

of her [incarceration] as there are some extensive cross links to the [Canadaian 

(mental) health care system], as well as [nursing] as an [occupation].  

This [female personality] has many cross links over to the GlobalPop entity, where 

many of these also end in areas which are geographically linked to either [Canada] 

or [Russia]. The [Russia] sub set contains some small sub set for [urals 

(mountains)].   

There are many cross links from the [(scarred) woman of exposure] over to [NASA] 

and many of these are curiously linked to [markets] and the [banking 

cessation/holiday].  

This [woman] is temporally linked, at least her [visibility], to a *major* incident of 

[social unrest] and [social disaster] in both [china] and the [USA]. She is indicated 
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to appear in very close proximaty to the [whistleblowers] from [deep black/under 

shadows].  

Unfortunately, this [female person] will also be appearing just *weeks* before the 

next step down in the [global economic crumble]. The reason that the temporality 

of her appearance is important is that she will be *just* gaining her [voice] at the 

[global level] {ed note: many associations with the forecast planetary populace 

movement} when [all hell] breaks loose at the [planetary financial level].   

The [contact] meme gets its next big ‘burst’ { pun intended} from the [sun illness] 

over early to mid Fall 2009, and in the mixture of the [rampaging 

economic/financial (and international social order) chaos], both the [contact] meme 

and the [woman (of scars)] will gain a significant measure of [visibility]. Her 

[visibility] is directly supported by [videos], and [private] release rather than 

[corporate]….sooooo, we don’t think that she will be coming from the main stream 

media.  

The appearance of the [scars (wearing) woman] will also be conjunct (within a few 

weeks) of a large increase in the [information seepage] from the [shadow world]. 

This increase is different from previous situations of [whistleblowers] in that the 

data sets are indicating that the [frozen masses (of) humans] will start to [thaw] 

toward this information, and are indicated to find [receptivity] for what will be 

[leaking out].  

The data sets are also indicating that this [acceptance] of the [contact] meme will 

be directly related to the [South America] sub set and the [promises fulfilled] sub 

set around the [appearance]. PLEASE NOTE: THIS IS NOT A FORECAST OF MASS 

APPEARANCE OF UFO’s; at least not quite yet.  

Rather, this [South America] sub set is indicated to be mostly [contained] to the 

[South American] sub set of the global populace. There are indicated [pressures] on 

the [global press] to [contain] the [visibility]. So while this ongoing, the [incident] 

will be [suppressed], however, as may be expected, [visibility] is likely to appear 

via [popular channels].   

As the model space is progressed through the end of Summer, the [woman of 

scars] and the [contact] meme are indicated to step up in [visibility] and to 

[radiate] outward from the [European space agency]. This is tangentially connected 

to an [official testimony/document] which will be coming out of a [magnetic 

research institute] that will be part of the [chain of events] leading to the [rising 

visibility] of the [scars wearing woman].  
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The data sets also connect this [visibility] to [Antarctica] and to [communications] 

as a sub set of [contact].   

As a sub set of the [Antarctica] and [contact] meme, there is a central core of 

linguistic structures that are cross linked back to the Terra entity where the 

terminations are within the [planetary changes/climate anomalies], and further that 

there are cross links from both the Terra entity and the [Antarctica] sub set over to 

the [un-deny-ability] sub set within the GlobalPop entity.  

Supporting sets for the [contact] meme grow over the movement through Fall and 

Winter. The relative calm of Summer quickly fades in Fall into aspects of [bad], and 

is followed by [dying] in Winter]. These aspects are within the supporting sets for 

the [contact] meme.  

The internal cross-links seem to indicate that a [death of a prominent (person) 

man] will [propel] the [scar wearing woman] into [visibility], while simultaneously 

bringing out a [shock (of) awareness] from the [populace] as a whole.  

The [dying person] just may be the source for the discussed in previous reports in 

this series. If so, the list will not be part of the [documents] which are 

[uncorked/released] by the [death of the prominent person]. Key to this whole sub 

set are supporting sets which go to the idea that [past (winter) catastrophes] will 

be [exposed]. Some of these sets indicate that the [secret societies (including the 

society of death/skulls& bones)] will be involved. And not in a good way.   

There are some level of details describing the [initial breaking (through)] to 

[visibility] of the [scar wearing woman] that include a [cadre] of [public 

personages] who will be tangentially in the background of her appearance.  

Further she is indicated to be [visible] about the time of other [strange stories] 

gaining [visibility] which will include some large discussion about [migrating water 

fowl], and their [disaster], as well as stories about the [sweating rice/grains] 

{note: UV radiation storm affecting crops}, as well as the [economic/fiscal collapse 

acceleration] of late Summer through Fall.   

The [contact] meme has also gained significant support from aspect/attribute sets 

going to the idea that [difficulty (of the undertaking/endeavor) is beyond 

understanding] until the [passing of the process]. All of these sub sets are 

supported by [great], as in [great passing], and [great understanding], and [great 

process]. There are some further supporting sets for a [gossip] outbreak within the 

[contact] meme that will [break/fracture] the [rule- set/laws-structure]. This in turn 

is cross linked to the [whistleblowers] sub set within the Populace/USA, and 
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internally within the SpaceGoatFarts entity over to the [regulations] sub set. These 

areas accrue in late Fall as model-space is progressed.   

__________________________ 

(Unrest in the USA) 

Populace/USA - War!  War! And more [war] with aspects/attributes of [army], and 

[bad luck], and the [army carrying (its dead)] in long trains of [carts] that [stretch 

back] over the [horizon]. Well…. that sure starts the day off with a rush of blood to 

the brain!  

As we progress the model-space past the October 26th shift point, and through the 

10/ten days of [nebulous surroundings/environment] to [gathering worry] and 

[concern], the Populace/USA entity gains large amounts of support under [war] as 

a sub set, and under that, the [army] sub set.  

Further, the primary rising aspect/attribute set for the Populace/USA entity is also 

[war], and in its turn its primary support comes from the [army]. These sub sets 

begin growing rapidly from November 5 onward through all the rest of the month 

and most of December. There are indications for [serious/significant threats] being 

made which are described as [international] in scope, and focused on [economic 

fraud]. This last is further supported by [derivatives], and [accusations] of [looting 

*(by officialdom)] of the [treasure(y) of the people].   

Now no [war] is good [war], so this by nature is a [bad war] and it is so described 

by the data. The [war] aspect is supported by [army] which is supported at its 

primary level by [long caravans of dead being hauled].  

This sub set has [international] among the secondary supporting layers, as well as 

[rapid], and [doomed (to defeat)]. The [army] sub set has [cocksure/over-

confident] as its leading secondary supporting aspect set, and further contains 

modifiers of [shocking], [sudden], [complete], [calamity], [defeat], and 

[destroyed].  

And this is only the half of it. While the [army] sub set is supporting [war], it is also 

the primary supporting set for [control] within the sub set for the [political elite] 

within the larger [populace/USA] sub set. The aspect/attributes which grow under 

[army] in this context are entirely given over to [control], and focus on the 

[populace/USA].  

The data sets accruing in support of this part of the Populace/USA entity are 

directly participating within the [duality] metadata layer, and additionally are 
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extensively cross linked back over to the [whistleblowers] sub set of the 

SpaceGoatFarts entity.   

As the model-space is progressed through November and December, the [disaster] 

sub set in support of [war] and its affect on the Populace/USA entity increases with 

supporting sets from [dark days (and) omens], through to [space (based) 

disasters], and includes [northern (fleet?) loss]. Other supporting layers include 

very emotionally charged lexical sets for [kneeling] and [praying]. These are further 

supported by large sets for [grief] at a [national level].   

And now for the ‘reasonably good news’….the data sets do contain explicit 

references for [half the worry (goes) away]. These are in direct support of the 

[war] sub set, and are themselves robustly supported. The imagery coming across 

is consistently pointing to [tensions], and [chaos], and [disruption], and all the 

emotional elements leading up to [war]….but there is yet some support for 

[easing], and [resolution]. While we note that the data sets are replete with 

support for [death] at a [national level] that creates [grief] expressed by [wailing 

and moaning], this is a supporting set that appears over the Winter, after model-

space is progressed into very late December.  

The state of the Populace/USA entity *prior* to [winter (2009/2010)] will 

apparently be determining the outcome of the [war] worries. This is said as the 

[war] set is also directly under, influenced by, and participates in the [duality] 

metadata layer. 

There is ambiguity… 

The language contains, and supports the [war] set, but we have to acknowledge 

that nearly a century of rule by [political elites/bilderbergers (beginning with the 

1913 Federal reserve coup), the Populace/USA entity is constantly reflecting [war] 

as a subject. It should not be surprising then that [war] appears, and we frequently 

discount the lexical structures around the whole [war] context as being emotionally 

hot and therefore difficult to parse, *but* in this instance, the data sets are quite 

explicitly focusing on the [army/USA] as an archetype for [military].  

Furthermore, as each thread of the [war] sub set is followed out, and as they all 

cross the December 21st move into Winter, there is a shift to [disaster] and 

imagery of [miles of dead] being [transported].   

The data sets accrued in support of the [war] sub set occur with a surprising 

amount of information to support either directly the [space] linked inside the 

Populace/USA entity, or via cross links over to the SpaceGoatFarts entity, and then 

on to other [space] sub sets.  
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Further, there are large areas of cross links binding the [war] sub sets, specifically 

those appearing in November/December and the [whistleblower(s) (from) 

government], as well as to the Markets entity, sub set [dollar death], and 

specifically its sub set of [last usage], and [final passing].   

__________________________ 

(War in the middle east – Israel/ Iran) 

The [war] sub set provides the imagery of [Israel] attacking [Iran] in the Fall and 

identifies an emotional tension shift on October 26th that propels the values 

through November and December, it would not be surprising to find that the 

[attacks against Iran] would arise close to that point as model-space is progressed. 

 

The imagery from the detail aspect/attributes would have it play out as an [aerial 

bombardment] against Iran that is particularly [brutal] and that causes a very high 

level of [populace deaths]. 

Further in the weeks after the [attacks (in) Iran] the [horrible nature] of the 

[disaster] caused by [Israel] becomes apparent as [death] spreads through [south 

east Asia]. This time lag is what makes the interpretation of the progress of the 

[war] difficult.  

It would seem that the [initial attack] is [successful] from an [Israeli viewpoint], 

even with the [civilian casualties] so high as to make most of the [planetary 

populace] very uneasy and [sick to stomach].  

Much [zionista denial] is attempted, but that quickly fails and the [Israeli state 

organization] is described as becoming almost [belligerently bellicosely bragging] 

about their [kill power). The data sets indicate that much of the [zionista] war 

machine will be [trapped] and [destroyed] in the subsequent [back lash attacks]. 

These are not indicated to be [immediate], and that is what makes the [zionistas 

sweat], the lack of [instant retaliation].  

Then a loosely [combined] series of [attacks] on [global Israeli interests], as well as 

the [Israeli state], brings out [cries for help] and [demands of assistance] from 

[Israeli state officialdom]. It is at this point that things begin to escalate and to [go 

very bad] as the military jargon will put it.   

The commitment to [save Israel] by the [USA bilderberger government] causes 

several [paths of destruction] to open up. The first is the 

[embroilment/envelopment] of the [USA army] in the [middle east] and [Europe] to 

become [instantly isolated] and under [severe attack].  
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The [European contingent] of the [USA military] is involved by way of [supporting 

services], and is also under [direct attack] in their [European bases] by [anti zionist 

forces]. In both [arenas of combat] the [USA military] is indicated to take [very 

heavy casualties].   

__________________________ 

(Subsequent unrest in USA) 

Then there is the [war at home]. This [path of destruction] opens up as the 

[citizens/populace/usfoa] begins to [act out] against the [Israeli support]. As the 

[save zionists] effort starts out, the [protests] are described as [loud], and 

[chaotic], and even [large], but not very effective.  

There will be a large effort mounted [internally (to American zionistas)] to have 

[counter demonstrations] in [support of poor suffering Israel]. These are indicated 

to have a single [day] of [success], then the [death tolls] to the [USA military] start 

to become [known], and the whole situation changes overnight. It is at this point 

that the [officialdom/political elite] of the [USA] start to [panic].  

The [attacks by Israel] have [caused] a nearly [complete cessation of trading (of 

anything)] at a global level, and the [food supply pressures] as well as the 

[escalation of death levels], *and* most importantly the attempt by the [political 

elite] to initiate [sudden, rapid] and [forced] drafting of the populace (both sexes) 

into the [military] starts the [active] stage of [rebellion] in the [USA].  

The [rebellion] sub set gradually is overtaken into [revolution] as the [bad 

disasters] grow across November and December. The data sets indicate that the 

[political elite (aka fascist bilderbergers/illuminati)] will instigate [lethal/deadly 

attacks] against the [populace/ usfoa].   

__________________________ 

(Turmoil with China over south east Asia – collapse of general trade between 

countries; revolutions) 

The [disasters] for the [USA bilderberger political elite class] is indicated to include 

[failures] in [confrontations] with [china] over the [south east Asia international 

social order destruction].  

This last is a significant sub set of the [war] aspect/attribute set, and it indicates 

that the [USA bilderberger military machines] become so overwhelmed, that an 

instant, and global [power vacuum] occurs. The data sets are quite clear here. The 
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[bilderberger officialdom] so badly [abuses] the [usfoa military] that it is indicated 

to be [defeated] pretty much [globally].  

The data sets do not (with very small exceptions) indicate either [nuclear war], nor 

[invasions] of the [north American continent]. However, that aside, the [defeat] 

language is extreme even for our work, and indicates that a very [short war], 

perhaps as short as [2/two to 3/three months] in total length will see [American 

military in defeat and shambles], and most of [Israel burning].  

Most of the [populace/USA], which is to say, perhaps as much as 55/fifty-five 

percent is now (by early 2010) unemployed. There is planetary [starvation] on all 

continents, but specifically worse in the ‘developed’ countries whose [foods 

supplies] were [trade dependent].  

The [global health care system] including the [USA health care system] has 

collapsed; along with [pharmaceutical manufacture]. There are active [revolutions] 

in a number of countries, including [Mexico], and several of the [elite controlled] 

central, and South American countries. Then things get really bad from there. More, 

unfortunately, in Part Six.   

__________________________ 

Conclusion: ALTA 1309 - Part Five :- TEOTWAWKI‡ 

The questions around the concepts of [intervention], and [ascension], and 

[alteration (of the reality templates)] are rising in frequency as the days before 

2012 wane.  

Will aliens intervene to ’save us’? Will we be transported (ascended) to another, 

higher density? Can we alter the future by collective will power? Taking these in 

reverse order we first examine the idea that collective human will power can affect 

manifest reality.  

Well, this turns out to be true, and we have demonstrable evidence on September 

11, 2001 when the first minutes of the broadcast of the attacks on the Masonic 

Twin Towers actually altered the magnetics of the planet as a whole; *and* these 

magnetic changes were picked up from satellites.  

So the answer to that is a ‘possible yes’. It would seem that collective human 

emotions can alter magnetic fields, and thus are actually affecting the planet as a 

whole, however, to exercise deliberate will globally to affect, as an example, a 

                                       
‡The end of the world as we know it (TEOTWAWKI) 
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crustal shift of the planet, requires mental training that the vast majority of humans 

do not possess.  

Further while we could do just that sort of thing if all humans on the planet were 

practicing zen monks or jain renunciants, that would seem to not be probable 

within the next few years.  

Ascension to a higher density? Well, perhaps, but remember that you wont be 

taking the baggage of your body with you, and by definition any permanent change 

of address from the body by consciousness is death. At least on this material world 

plane of existence. The idea of a bodily ascension also makes no sense at all.  

Already the body is merely the grosser expression of the many toroid§ intersections 

of harmonically asymmetrical energies….leading ancient cultures to note the 

existence of the [auric body] as an example.  

So, once again, if there is ascension, the material world body will remain, and if 

consciousness goes walk about with no intent of coming back, we call that death. 

And as a last note on the issue, the idea of a ‘rapture’ in which the body is 

transported by divine province to higher planes is in essence a ‘prison sentence’. 

Imagine being bound to the limitations of a physical body, even if it did not age 

more or degrade more. Still it would be polluting the whole idea of being in the 

‘higher dimensions’ in that one would be fenced into the corporeal expression of 

reality. This is a ‘does not compute’ moment. So that is likely out, or in, but either 

way, *not* a particularly desirable solution to the whole idea of galactic level 

changes from now through 2021.   

And lastly the aliens ’save us’ meme. Without regard to whether the aliens are 

Christ returning, or kindly Pejorians, or rude boys from the Bootees’, the whole 

meme resolves down to a movie script like belief system in the ‘external savior’. In 

this particular flavor of the meme as we approach 2012, the ’space aliens’ will ’save 

us’ at the last minute by stabilizing earth, or ‘changing the timeline’, or other 

instance of universe bending.  

Hmmmmm….you see the problem here, eh? EVEN IF this did happen, what then? 

Kindly aliens just bug out? Leaving us to sort it all out ourselves? Or do they do it in 

secret so the ‘natives’ will never know? {ed note: even that presents problems as 

such alterations of physical phenomena leaves imprints on the social evolution of 

                                       
§ An annular shape that is generated by revolving a geometrical figure around an axis 

external to that figure. 
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the species, and thus violates the whole idea of secrecy.}  

 

And then there is the other side of the ‘relationship’ between external savior and 

the saved….which by the way is NEVER a pleasant exchange of equals. Nope, in the 

end, sorry to say, *any* form of external savior, and if you are the saved, you are 

also their ‘pregnant dog’. (italicized for stupidity –ed) 

In all cases, the data sets would argue that it “ain’t gonna happen”**. So now is the 

time for all good humans to become super good humans, just to steady everyone 

else by examples of courage, and right thinking.   

Meditations, pies and naps are probably going to be a whole lot better than 

medications, though apparently lots of these are being stored by TPTB in their ‘dark 

holes in the ground’ for their ‘presumed safe transit’ of the ‘times of difficulties’ 

ahead. Well, given the miserable state of the projected future, whatever gets you 

through the night…is all right. 

__________________________ 

                                       
** Boy are they in for a surprise!! 
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Note: On where we go from here.   

The various stakeholders here at HPH have been in discussion around a blueberry 

pie. The discussion is about the future, collectively and personally. Candidly, both 

Igor and I have enough monies to make it through to Fall, and the [disintegration 

days].  

At that point the data would seem to indicate money is less than useful. So 

basically that is 6/six months we have remaining before TSHTF. Neither of us has 

the emotional strength to pursue another run under the current format. And there 

is the huge question of “given 6/six months left, what really needs doing?”  

We are tentatively planning to do a detail run and then to write all the reports up as 

a single e-book, and then to release this at a reduced price intended to just cover 

costs and to produce wide-spread purchase (and reading…never know if 

foreknowledge en masse can change the future, though not likely).  

These plans are tentative. It will depend on how universe shoves us around over 

these next weeks following Part Six.   

So please do NOT send any funds for any future ALTA reports. Let us sort things 

out and then firm up our collective plans. 

 


